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McKeon Pavilion receiving $13 million
renovation to augment sports program
Entirely new
section of
bleachers,
facilities planned
for McKean
expansion

CULTURE

PAGE
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"Frozen" skates past the
competi · n in box offices
...: .. -- · .
~

BY TORI STRINGER

her

AsSISTANT OPI NION EDITOR

On Jan. 11, plans for a newly

·PAGE

renovated McKcon Pavilion were

6

With so many remakes, is
any movie still original?

announced to a huge crowd of
Gaels who turned up for the men's
basketball gllme against San Francisco.
· The project is estimated to cost
about 513 million, SI million of

which has already been donated
through a gift from Kevin M. Nagle,

parent of a Saint Mary's alumna

and Carter lead Gaels

and Jongiime s upporter and fan of

the Gaels. He is also chiefexecutive
officerofEnvision Pharmaceutical
Holdings and a minority owner of
the Saccamenlo Kings.

Nagle says h e was happy to
support a school that promotes
high academic, as weU as athletic,
achievement "I think Saint Mary's
is the gold standard of demonstrat-

a

ing how college can have high
academic standards and can still
be very competitive at the same
time. The best exWtpJe is how
Coach Randy Bennett can have a
nationaJly competitive basketball
program year after year and sustain high graduation rates. The
College should be applauded for
its commitmentto~exccllence in its
Division I athletic programs-and its
commitment to student-athletes
excelling in the classroom. I am
very proud and happy to support
Saint Mary's with this financial

Illustration court6)' of College Commuoic.ahons

gift," said Nagle.

'I'he upgrade to the beloved
gym will add facilities for varsity
ath!e!]cs, inpludinga weight room ,
a training room, on-site sports
meilicine areas. a new women's
volleyball l<>fker room, and athletic
offiCes. Five hundred new seats will
also be added to hold even more
boisterous Gaels fans. There are
also plahs for new video boards,
private suites, a hall of fanie and
hospitality room, renovated con:
cession spaces, new restrooms, a
reconfigured lobby space, and a
new facade and court)'ard. Saint
M31y's hopes these new additions
Will increase revenue and improve
the game atmosphere for students
and other fans alike.
Nearly half of the money re-

quired to complete the project has
already been ga thered, and the
project is scheduled to begin in
spring 2Ql.5. The new upgrades to
McKeon Pavilion is just one ofaseriesofprojectsthatcollegeofficials
are planning in order to improve
campus services. Currently, tho.
Alioto Recreation Center, which
was delayed from some time as a
result of Moraga town red tape,
is currently under construction
and is expected to be complete by
spring2015. Lastyear, Saint Mary's

also reopen ed the Psychology
Center and Brother Cornelius Art
Center after years of construction
and millions of dollars invested in
renovation.
While the McKeon Pavilion renovations will be welcome by nearly

NEWS EDITOR

It is quite seldom lhat the im. pliCations a nd subtle JlUances
tlfat gender and sexuality have
on sports are analyzed in any sort

•

Even more rare is any deeper
analysis of the kinds of prejudices
and adversities that some athletes
have to overcome to get to where
they a re. On Thursday, Jan. 16,
the Jnte rcultura1 Center held an
event screening the documentary
film "No Look Pass" directed by
Melissa Johnson. The screening
ev nt offered free food and provided a safe environment in which
the heavythe1t1esand topics of the
film could be discussed.
The film attempts to address issues and struggles that a person's
diverse and multi-faceted identities may face when·different values come into confticJ with each

provost
hopes to
continue
upward trend

SL Albert Hall Library are in limbo.
The library replacement project. as
well as the condition of the library,

BY CHARLIE GUESE
EDITOR- IN-CHIEF

was at the lop of the WestemAssociationofSchoolsandColleges'list
of conditions for reaccreditation
for Saint Mary's. While previous
reports have cited a 2016 construction start date for a new library and
study center, no official financing
or construction plans have beeii
announced.

As a college that , unde r most
measures, is e njoyin g relat ive
success and growing notoriety as
a liberal arts institution, it may
be diffi cult to step in mid·yea ri.n
a high leve l manage ment position. However, Hernan Bucheli
is prepared for th e challe nge in
continuingSaint Mary's College's

The average increase
in tuition in California
has been between
zi~ s percent for last
few years, so to be
under that makes Saint
Mary's a good steward
towards its students

evCJ CosAS

of depth.

all Gael fans, other campus projects
remain on hold. Plans to re novate
Sichel Hall into a multimedia communication center a.re still only in
blueprints, plans for a new freshman dorm and additional upper
classman lownhouses remain on
hold, and most prominently, plans
to replace the aging and cramped

to Chinatown in Los Angeles in
1980. The film follows Emily's
quest for her identity as it shows

her work through h"Cr senior year
at Harvard University and even
other. The film followed the life ·documents her first year as a
and strugglesofEmilyTay: Emily, prot'essiqnaJ basketball player in
also known as Etay, is a Burmese- Europe. Although her identity as
American whose parents moved· afirstgeneration BunneseAmeri-

can wo111an complicates her identity already in the world of sports,
her struggle with her own emerging sexuality as a lesbian further
complicates her struggle as she
tries to consolidate her parent's
traditional values with her desire
to be true to herself. The film is a
powerful expression of how Emily

success.
Herna n Bucheli joined Sain t
Mary 's on Jan. 2 as Vice Provost
for Enrollm ent and Comm uni cations. Bucheli 's predecessor,
Mich ael Beseda , left in Jun e
after 34-year long career at Saint
OCosii5r/COLLEGIAN
Mary 's-for a position at Wil struigled to baJance her different liamette University in Salem,
identities: her race, hersetuality, Ore. While Buc heli is new to
and her family are all important th e Saint M ary·~ family. he is
factors that she struggle- to rec- already very accustomed to Bay
oncile with each other. Still, she t Area living.
manages to succeed in a profes- j "' I came from Notre Dame
sionaJbasketbaJlcareerdespiteall de Namur University t> n th e
ofthefactorsworkingagainither Peninsula, so rm very familiar
see PASS, page 3
see PROVOST, page 2

.·
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PROVOST: Bucheli discusses communication, enrollment, financial aid
continued from page 1
with our compUitor schools,
and Saint Mary's always rose to
the top in terms of an aspiring
institutian," Bucheli said in an
interview with The Collegian.
"So I was always impressed by the
caliber of students that email at
Saint Mary's. Also, the diversity
and inclusivity of Saint Mary's

is very impressive ... Bucheli a)so
previously worked at Chapman
University and Alliant International University.
While Bucheli has only been
working at Saint Mary's for a
matter of weeks, he was still
eager to point out the Collegiate
Seminar program as just one
of many elements that elevates
Saint Mary's above other univer-
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~Bucheli(Courtesyof (.oflege
Communatiom)

lem, let alone one fuat is endemic
to Saint Mary's. •The average
increase i n"tion
$ in California
has been betw
4-5 percent for
the last few yea , so to be under
that makes Saint Mary's a good
steward towards its students,"
Bucheli added. "If you look at
the average rate of inflation, it's
around 3 percent."
With regards to federal aid,
Bucheli was also insistent that
state financial ajd still plays an
important role at Saint Mary's.
"At the state level, it's important
that we relay a message to the
governor's office in that private
education is important, and Cal
Grants are important to students.
Our students need just as much
help as public students do."
Bucheli also commented on
the impact of the College's own
scho larships. "The institution
has done a great job at making it
affordable for students it wants
here, especially being in the Bay
Area," Bucheli said. "'Based upon
what I've seen, the institution really cares about its students and
wants to make sure that we keep
it as affordable as we can with
taking an these external forces
into consideration."
Navigating the many external
forces that can alter the road
to success, the future Of Saint
Mary's is far from certain, but
with a committed staff and faculty, it looks optimistic.

Crime Beat
12/ 19/ 2013

05:38a.m.

Incident: lnformation
Synopsis: Ye JI ow flatbed golf cart
found near Augustino-hall and retu'rned to Madigan Gym; referred
to Athletics
12/ 20/ 2013
01:08 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm

Synopsis: Painting being done by
Facilities Services set off alarm in
Thille Hall; referred to Community Life and Fac.ilit!es Services
12/ 21/2013

08:25 a.m.

Incident: Burglary Alarm
•
Front door activated
alarm due to unknown cause in
SL Albert Hall Library; referred
to Facilities Services
Synop~sis:

04:58 p.m.
Incident: Fire Aiarm
Synopsis: Water Flow Indicatorfalse alarm in Rheem Center;
referred to Facilities Services

12/ 22/ 2013

11.'h11eolhrnwait
•
Tbanite a,_ithir/OTOrilla-1d
11.MT ~nia abounc(.
J
• 7b ptTM'dt! i'lfannati«I to pmple

sities. especially with regards to
diversity. •Those are great opportunities to help students be
involved in understanding that
there are very different ways at
looking at the world and sharing a differen~rspective of the
world.
"'People come from different
geographic areas. it could be an
out of state or international students, ~ more diverse population
as well. But we actually have the
opportunit}"-to come together
and talk about these vi\rious
viewpoints and have dialogue
around it. and that's exciting."
Being the Vice Provost for Enrollment and Communications, it
is important to note Saint Mary's
recent success-with enrollment
and in attracting new students.
This year's freshman class is the
most qualified in Saint Mary's
history, and Saint Mary's can also
count itself to be the only Catholic and Californ.ian institution
to be added to the ..Colleges that
Change Lives" list in 2012. Bucheli believes that he is prepared
in continuing the momentum.
"'I'm impressed with the faculty,
staff, students, and alumni that
Saint Mary's has. I believe that
Safot Mary's is doing a great job
of making sure that they bring
people on board who can help
fulfill the mission, but to also
help the institution excel ... We
want to be excellent, and I hope
to provide lhat in terms of enrollment and communication,"
Bucheli said.
Bucheli was also wi1ling to
discuss the many problems that
face Saint Mary's in the future,
including the rising competition
in light of a plateauing number of
high school graduates in California. Bucheli was also particularly
open in discussing the problems
with rising tuition. The most
current budget reports available
show Saint M.ary's tuition steady
at 3.5 percent, with current fulltime undergraduate tuition al
$39,740. However, Bucheli does
not necessarily see that as a prob-

Community Life and Facilities
Services
01/ 07/2014

Synopsis: Food cooking set off
alaTm in Th.ille Hall; referred to

01/09/ 2014
06:30 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist

Synopsis: Visitor fell and sustained ahead injury-transported
to Kaiser Walnut Creek from
Tennis Courts; referred to Loss
Prevention

12:35 a.m.

Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage possession
and consumption of alcohol &
noise violation in Becket Hall;
referred to Community Life

02:56 am.

lncident: Battery
Synopsis: Disagreement between
students in Agena West; referred
to Community Life

03:18 p.m.
lncident: Fire Alarm

Synopsis: Food cooking set off
alarm in Thille Hall; referred to
Community Life and Facilities
Services
08:00 p.m.
Incident: Property Damage
Synopsis: Damage to two landscape lighting fixtures in the
Canyon Traffic Circle in front of

01:09 a.m.

Incident: Student Handbook
Vjalation
Synopsis: Unde rage possession
Qnd consumption of alcohol and
noise violation in Augustine
Hall; referred to Community
Life
'
·
01/ 11/ 2014

01/10/ 2014

01:33 a.m.

Incident: Information
Synopsis: Medial transport of
non-student and Host not being
responsible in Guerrieri East
01/11/ 2014

01'4-0 a.m.

08:35 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Smoke detector activated- false alarm in Gueri-ieri
West; referred to Community
Life 3.nd Facilities Services·

Incident: Student Handbook
Violation and Arrest
Synopsis: Intoxication and disorderly conduct in Augustine
Hall; referred to Community
Life 3.nd Moraga Police

01/11/2014

12:06 p.m.
Incident: lnformation
Synopsis: Missing property from
stage closet in Galileo HaU; referred to Dean of Science and
Loss Prevention

01/10/2014

01/08/2014

01/ 09/2014

oi,i04/ 2014
03:45 p.m .
lncident: Fire Alarm

refereed to Community Life
01/ 11/ 2014

10:4-0 am.

lncident: ~cal Assist
Synopsis: Sfudent with difficulty
breathing transported to John
Muir Hospital from Rugby Field;
referred to Community Life and
Health & Wellness Center
01/ 08/ 2014

the Syufy PerformingArts Building; referred to Facilities Services
& Loss Prevention

01:06 am.

Incident: Sfodent Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage possession
and consumption of alcohol..and
noisCviolation In Augustine Hall;

01/14/2014

I
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Beyond the Bubb.le·
Apple Refunds Moner from games here conlTadicts the basic
Apps Parcbued by Children
"principles of the Olympics, which
11ae Federal Trade Commission is to cu1tivate tolerance.· Lebedev
(FTC) has announced news that was protesting the ban on propaApple (CA.Ipertino, Calif.) wiU re- ganda of "'non-traditional sexual
fund $32.5 million on in-app pur- relations• by Vladimir Putin,
chases made by children without which was passed in June. There
full parental consent. The claim has been widespread international
comes in J;O<>rdination with a law- criticism for the legislation. While
suit filed against Apple last year the backlash against the ban has
about in-app purchases. There is a forced Russian authorities to give
15-minutedelay between app pur- some protesting rights to citizens,
chases in which a person does not there are still heavy limits in place
have to log in again after making a to deter protesters.
purehase. Thisdelaywasexploited
by children to make purchases Man From Florida Steals 850
behind the Sacks of their parents. Pairs of Women'& Underwear
Although Apple instituted a new
Daniel Espinosa, an l~-year-old
log-in security feature after the from Sunrise, Fl., has found himlawsuit last year. but the new se- self behind bars for stealing large
curity feature failed to fully rectify quantities of Victoria's Secret
the problem.and had its own ex- Dream Angel's women's underploitable 15-minute window. The wearon three differentoccasions.
problem is that many apps make Although there is a suspected
most of their money from in-a pp accomplice, no one has been appurchases) such as buying bonus prehended. The thefts occurred
content. Consumers can claims on three different occasions at
their refunds and, if there are any the Victoria's Secret store at the
unclaimed refunds, the rest of the Sawgrass Mills Mall. On the first
occasions, he stole 300 pieces of
money will go to the FTC.
underwear. With his second theft,
Gay Russian Protestor Ar- he stole 175 pairs, which have an
rested at an Olympic Relay
estimated at being worth over
On Saturday, Jan. 18, a Russian $2,500. The third time, he stole
protestor was arrested for unrav- 375 pairs, which is estimated to
eling and showing off a rainbow have a value of over $5,000. The
colored ftag as the Olympic Torch estimated value of all the underrelay passed through the town wearstolen by Espinosa is $15,745.
of Voronezh. The town lies just Espjnosa confessed to committing
north of Sochi, where the Olympic an three crimes and is facing a
gl!JlleswiUbebeginon Feb. 7.After grand theft charge as he awaits
pulling out the flag; the protestor trial in Broward County Main Jail.
was wrestled down to the grouqd The codefendant alleged in this
by Olympic security personnel case is said to have stolen $76,00
and detained until police came worth of property.
to arrest him. The man, Pavel
Lebedev , said that "HOsting the

Because there's a whole
world out there ...

New Study Links Additional

Utah, Arkansas, Hawaii, Idaho,
Oklahoma and California. The
A new report was recently re- three coun ties that have been
leased by the United States Sur- singled out in Catifornia are Algeon·Ge·n eral's Office regardiilg ameda, Contra Costa and Santa
the current smoking habits of. Clara. This drought is one of the
American smokers, as well as new driest winters California has ever
information on diseases caused had, and its two-year span has
by smoking. The new report in- caused farmers to struggle. The
dicates that further ctise~ that importance of the drought desigcan attributed to smoking are: nation by the government means
Type 2 diabetes, rheumatoid ar- that farmers in those areas can
thritis, erectile dysfunction, thC be eligib\e for low-interest emermacular degeneration that can gency loans from the Department
blind older adults, two additional of Agriculture.
cancers-liver and colorectal-and
cleft palate birth defects. The Victims of Asiana Airlines
report indicated that nearly half Crash Filing Sult: Boeing Held
of a million people will die from Partially IJable
smoking-related diseases thi s ·
A group of the injured surviv
·year. The report also stated that, from the AsianaAirlines crash
although only about 18 percent suing the aircraft manufacturer,
of adults smoke now compared to Boeing. for improperly installed or
the 42 pe.rcentiin1_964-, the govern- inadequate equipment on the airment is not likely to reach its pre- plane thatcrashed. Thesuitclaims
viouslystatedgoatofreducingthat that Boeing was aware of the sub
amountto 12percentby2020. I tis par equipment, particularly that
cited that a likely complication in they knew that the low air speed
reducingthenumberofsmokersis warning was inadequate, and the
the mixed messages and unknown plaintiffs are looking for comsideeffectsofthenewe-ciga,ettes. pensation. So far, more than 80 of
the 291 crash victims.are listed as
'llbree Bay Area- Counti.S De- plaintiffs in the lawsuit. Initially,
clared as Natural Disaster the suit seemed to be aimed at
Areas Due to the Drought
Asiana Airlines and a number of
United States officials in the US other manufacturers, but the ofDepartment of Agriculture have ficial suit has only labeled Boeing
designated a number of areas in the filing. The suit made the
in western and central states as following claim: "As a result of
disaster areas, citing that the lack the crash, each of the plaintiffs
of rain is very likely to cause a sustained injuries, including but
heavy financial strain on farmers not limited to, bodily injury and
in those regions. It was announced resulting pain and suffering, dis·
Wednesday that the fo11owing ability, mental anguish, loss of
states have counties under this capacity for the enjoyment oflife,
drought disaster: Colorado, New medical treatment, loss of income.
Mexico, Nevada,-.K'ansas, Texas, and medical expenses."
Diseases to Smoking

Speaker Kevin Coval brings socialjustj.ce with hip hop poetry
CosAS
NEWS EorroR

BYCJ

..Art has a power in alterin g
publiC discourse.• This was just
one of ma-hy things tfiat Kevin
Coval said during his event titled
"Socially Engaged Arts and Hip
Hop Poetics.• Coval came to
Saint Mary's Coilege on Jan. 14
to participate in the Januar.y
Tenn 2614 Speaker Series as the
second presenter in the series.
Kevin Coval is a Chicago-based
writer. educator, and conimunity
organizer; he is also~ the author
of various poetry colleCtions and
· ~hai)books such as "Slingshots:
A Hip-Hop Poetica," and "L-vis
Lives! Racemusic Poems." Coval
is also the founder of ..-Louder
Than a Bomb, The Chicago Youth
Poetry Festival," which is the
largest yearly youth p0etry slam
in the world. Throughout the
event, Coval not only performed
and read some of his hfp bop
poetry; but he also discussed his
own involvement in social Justice
and how the arts can be used to

promote sOcial growth. Thus, each piece, addressing a myriad
the event itself ~ssentially boiled of issues such as the segregating
down to two things: an exhibition racist pol.itics in Chicago, the paof hip hop poetry and lyrics, and triarchal determined standards
an exp1oration of various social of female beauty, and even the
justjce issues using those hiphop war and political policies of both
poems and lyrics.
the United States and Israel. As a
Tokickofftheevent.anumber special guest, Coval also brought
of people took <to the mic stand' with him his friend Adam Manto either recite a piece that they sbach, a prominent American
enjoY.ed o'r t-0 share with their author commonJ.y known for his
audiei-ice theiroWn origin&! piece. "children's book for adults" called
The students who performed "Go the F••• to Sleep." Around
were Andrew Leman, Tyrese midway through the event, CoJohnson. and Aljandro Kerrigan. val had Mansbach read a piece
eaclr of whom performed a rap titl~ ...MyFakeCoUegeSyllabus,"
• piece. They were rounded off f,y which humorously pointed out
Assirtant P.rofessor Raina Leon. the real meanings and expectawho performed a piece of poetry tions outlined by a class syllabus.
to close the initial performance
At the very end of l'he event,
part of the program. T~en Kevin Coval held an open question and
Coval stepped onto center stage answer session with the audience.
and, after a brief intro of himself, When asked how his social justice
performed bis first J?iece of the views correlated with his work
nigbt. Coval primarily read some in hip hop, he explained, "Art is
of his new pieces from his new- not something that should just
est called "'More Sh° Chief Keef be hung on a oraU. Art has to be
Don't Like..., bdt also read some beautiful and use.fu1. It has to
pieces from his previous work trulymatter." Heemphasizedthe
..Schtick.• His topics varied in factthatart-anyfonnofart-can

be extremely influential in progressing social justice because of
the way that it connects with and
relates to people. As he described
it, his poetry and his hip hop are
his ..call" for social justice. He
knows that what be is creating is
resonating with people because
•u no one was responding to my
call, I'd just be whack."
Coval explained his idea of the
correlative relationship between
art and social progression early
in his talk when he 'Stated , "lf
you change the culture, you ultintately change the politics. If
you change the politics, you will
ultimately change the city." In
this instance, he was specifically
referringlo the work he has been
doing in Chicago to bring social
equity and egalitarianism t'.o the
oppresed people who live there.
Because of his attempts to change
the culture of the city i~ Chicago~
Coval spearheaded the founda·
tion of the Louder than a Bomb
festival as a step toward changing the culture of an otherwise
troubled American city.

PASS: one girl's struggle to consolidate her own unique identity despite adversity
· continued from page 1
and manages to learn more about
herself in the process. ·
The film was shown by the
Intercultural Center as a way to
raisefprtber awareness aboutthe
kind of influence thilt something
as seemingly innocuous as one's
genderorsexualitycanrealll'.bave

deep i:.amffic.ations. The film was • expressed by the film. D~sion
followed with a· post~screeaing really opened up and flourished
discussion fllcilitated by Kinesiol- as Professor Williams pressed the
ogyProfessorClaireWtlliams.As audience with pertinent discusProTessor Williams opened up the sion questions that really forced
floor for discussion, the audience students to thinJc about the inex- ·
wasinitiallysilentaspeoplebegan tricable liiik between sports and
to internalize and understand the sexuality.
· different meanings and messages
The lntercultural CenteJ°wiU be

holding anoiher movie screening
event on the rum "Fruitvale Sta· .
tion" on Thursday. Jan. 23, froni.
5:00-7:30 p.m. Similar to this
event, there will be a post-screening discussion ·as the film further
explores the racial implications
and racistundertonesstill present
in today's society.

Campus
Calendar
Juvenile in.Justice with
RichaMRoss
-8,30p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 21
Soda Center
Contact Paul Ebenkamp
x4nl

LUNAFEST Film Festival
6-Bp.m.
Wednesday. Jan. 22
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Gillian Cutshaw
x4193

Fruitvale Station: Screening
and Discussion
5.7,3op.m.
Thursday, Jan. 23
Hagerty Lounge
Contact lntercultural Center
x8545
BSU Black.light Dance

10 p.m.-1 a.m.
Friday, Jan. 24
Soda Center
Contact Black Student Union
bsu@stmarys-ca.ed u
Juried Art and Art History
Exhibit
n ,ooAM-+.30PM
Tuesday, Jan. 7 until
Friday, Jan. 31
Brother Cornelius Art Building
Contact Lorinda Cunha
x4864

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
E-mail us with the details
ofyOurevent at:
smccollegian@gmail.com •
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279

Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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CULTURE
your New Years resolutions
Golden Gowns Keeping
Set goals that are practical, realistic, and inspiring

New Yua's Ew on the Emt>.radero(CourtMy of Darvin Atkeson via Aickr).

BY MADDI LARSEN

BY EMMA MCNEILLY

STAFF WRIT ER

The best season of the year is
upon us. And no, I'm not talk-ing about winter, since it isn 't
reall y winter in California right
now. I'm t.alkingabout the award
season , the time for beautiful
gowns , talented actors , and
amazing movies, gowns being
one of the most important parts
of this list.
The Golden -Globe Awards
kicked off the awards season Jast
weekend , and it did not disappoint. As the first red .carpet of
th e season, viewers have a lot
to look forward to as the shows
progress.
This was overwhelmingly the
best GoldeO Globes in recent
history; not only were the films
amazini, but there were no major fashion flops. Even the .. worst
dressed" stars still looked good.

.After polling a number
of students on the
Saint Mary's campus,
it became clear that
the Zac Posen dress
spo·rted by Sofia
Vergara was a favorite
among viewers.
Black and white ruled the carpet.
making the wardrobe different
from other years. From Amy
Adams to Taylor Swift, no two
dresseswereataUalike. With designers like Oscar De La Renta,
TomFord,andCa.rolinaHerrera,
beauty was in full bloom.
After polling a number of
s tuddnt s on the -Sain t Mary's
campus, if became clear that the
Zac Posen dress sported by Sofia
Vergara was a favorite among

were also among favorites.
Vergara's ball gown was a nice
surp ri se given that she usually
wears a mermaid cut that shows
off her curves in just the right
way. The large skirt and tight
bodice still show off her curves,
but the change is just the right
move. And the statement necklace almost stole the show! The
turquoise choker was perfect
with the black gown.
Alth9ugh those gowns were
gorgeous, th e best was Kate
Blanchett's. The all-black, ba'ckless gown by Annani Prive was
a flawless. fitting dress for the .
event.
While e~eryon e looked beautiful at the Golden Globes, not
every look pleased everyone.
Unfortunate ly Zooey Deschanel, Sandra Bullock, and
Lena Dunham land e d some
worsi- dressed votes by students
- around campus. Deschanel in
De L"a Renta, Bullock in Prabal,
and Dunham in Zac Posen were
all questioned on their choices.
Although not every.one was
pleased with these choices, they
were still attractive and acceptable gowns for the awards show.
Fit-..and color were the biggest
problems with these dr.esses
as these gowns were different
colors than thltypical black and
white of the carpet. Looking forward to seeing the gowns on the
upcoming red carpets, you never
know what the stars will do.
The Screen Acto r s Guild
awards oCcurred last weekend,
and you have a· chance to vote
fort.he top gowns coming up
next week. Watch the show, and
forin your own opinion. Watch
for a pall on our Facebook page
atfacebook.com/smccollegian to
. have your opinion factored into
a review next week.

During a new year, people want
to start a new beginning. and for
manY that includes making New
Year's resolutions. New Year's
resolutions originated during
pre-Christian times. In Rome,
people paid respects to Janus, the
god of endings and beginnings, by
creating a resolution that had to
do with being good to others. Over
the centuries, resolutions became
more individual-oriented. Now,
it bas become a tradition that on
or around every Jan. 1, a person
sets a goal to accomplish in the
year ahead.
Reso lu tions ca_n be seen as
something you wobJd like to happen in the upcoming year. They
can push you to try harder. or
they can challenge you to step out
of your comfort zone. However,
don't set a resolution just to set
a resolution. If you don't plan
on keeping it, then you probably
shouldn't makeJtin the first place.

Typical New Year's resol utions
include dieting and working out,
spending more time with friends,
and stopping bad habits. But you
can make a resolution to try something new or to help someone who
is having a hard time.

Resolutions can be
seen as something you
would like to happen
in the upcoming
year, they can push
you to try harder, or
they can challenge
you to st ep out of
your comfort zone.
Many resolutions don't ever
end up getting resolved; eithe r
people forget, or they give up. So,
while the gyms may be full today,
come March, they'll be right back
to normal. Sometimes, people set

the bar too high for themselves.
So while getting lOOs on every
one of your math tests seems like
a good idea at the time, it may be
more work than you imagined. Set
a resolution that you know isn't so
dauntingthat it will never be completed. Set a goal to do something
that maybe you don't normally do
but you want to start.
My New Year's resolution since
my freshman year in high school
has been to try something new.
It can be as little as trying a new
food or as big as joining a sport or
auditioning for the ·school play.
The new year is a new beginning,
but it is your choice whether or
not to treat it that way. New Year's
resolutions can be seen as a fun
way to set yourself up for the new
year and make 2014 mean something to you. Most people, after
the first couple monttis. tend to
drop it and see where the year
takes them. Make the most out
of the new year, whether that is
through a list of resolutions or
sticking to your habit

American Hustle keeps viewers' interests
Film's cast provides fresh performance filled with mystery
BY CAwlE COKER

STAFFWRIJH

David 0. Russell's "American
Hustle" was released on Dec.
20, and since then, it has been
a hot topic among film gurus.
With an immensely talented cast
of Christian Bale, Amy Adams,
Jennifer Lawrence, and Bradley
Cooper, the acting makes a strong
screenplay even stronger. The
initial idea for the film stemmed
from the FB!ABSCAM operation
that took place in the 1970s. The
film version of this story follows
con artist Irving Rosenfeld (Bale)
and his partner Sydney Prosser
(Adams) when they are forced to
team-up with FBI agent Riche DiMaso (Cooper). The film contains
many twists, and the actual plot
line is a tad sniprising. bu Lit keeps
the viewers wanting more as they
attempt to solve the mysteries
so intricately woven within the
screenplay.
The film itself is a comedy,
though it is more of a satire about
empty lives, forbidden love, and
humanity's incessant need to be-

come greater. Everything within
the film is grand, with high-stakes
and endless possibilities that
can shape the outcome of the
filrii., both positive and negative.
Within the film, Jeimlfer Lawrence portrays Rosenfeld's wife,
who suffers from de}>ression and
who has a child but lacks proper
mothering skills. Lawrencei as
per-usual, is phenomenal in this
role, and proves to audiences that
not only can she be serious and
dramatic or a complete badass,
but that sbe also has an immensely
comedic side.
As for Amy Adams, her performance is impeccable; raw,
heartbreaking. yet fiercely strong.
Adams portrays a woman who has
created an alter-ego for herself
and who ha9a desire tp escaP." all
the troubles of her past in order
to reach the potential she believes
she possesses, but has lost sight of
in adulthood.
Bradley Cooper and Christian
Bale also perfonn notably well,
with Bale being an almost repulsive con-artist who has a terrible
comb-over, and Cooper as an FBI

agent struggling to gain recognition for anything other than his
terrible perm {apparently good
hair was not a concern to either
one of the men).•
Lookingpastthewell-seasoned
cast for a moment. certain areas
within the movie were a tad difficult to follow, but with all the
twists in the storyline, this is
understandable. There is also the
fact that this story is one ofthe few
unique stories that audiences have
seen recently. It brings into the
spotlight the idea of con-artists
and the idea of the FBI using
felons to trap more felons as well
as to a story that is part of history,
but widely ove rlooked. Though
the story is not sold as complete
fact, with the disclaimer in the
opening credits that reads:o •some
of thi s actually happened," the
filmopenstheissuespresentedfor
further inspection from audiences
nationwide. Catch the movie in
Orinda or Walnut Creek before
Jan Term ends, as it is a fresh,
funny, and.beautiful performance
from all the actors involved.
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fyozen "melts" hearts of all"ages
Disney sets a new standard for princesses fi lms
BY GABRIELLA CARROLL
CONTRIBUTING WAITER

Disneyhas trulyoutdone i~elf
this time. There has been a lot of
hype about the movie •Frozen"
during the first few weeks of December; so, being the avid Disney
fanatic th._at I am, I arrived home
for winter break shocked that
I had yet to see iL Ten minutes
passed as I begged my 17-yearold brother to see the film with
me; upon failing, I headed to the
theater alone.
A5 J sat in the middle of the
crowded theater, it was as if I Was'°
the only person there: I laughed,
cried, smiled widely, ..awww'ed"
out loud, and squealed in delight
like a small child. Driving home,
I already called a friend, telJing
her she absolutely had to see this
movie. It was fantastic.
Released in late November,
Disney's "Frozen" is an animated
film centering around Princess
Anna's journey to find her sister,
Queen Elsa, and she races to save
the kingdom of Arendelle from
"an eternal winter. Noble, poised,
and reserved , Elsa is everything
a queen should be. Unlike a normal queen, however, she lives in
constant fear as she struggles tb
hide her ability to produce ice
and snow. An amazing gift, Elsa's
powers can create beauty beyond
imagination- but the gift also
proves dangerous.
Asichildren; £1sa's powers accidentally almost killed Ann~.

"This memory haunts Elsa, and
she commits herself to a life of
isolation in an attempt to tiuppress and control he r growing
powers.
One day, her emotions become
too much, triggering an outburst
of magic. This sets off an eternal
winter that no one can stop.
Viewing herself as a monster,
Elsa heads for the hills, and Anna
is determined to bring her back.
With breathtaking animation,
fresh humor, and an amazing
soundtrack, this movie is the
perfect package. You will fall in
love with Olaf the snowman and
Sven the reindeer, and bury your
face in your hands at Anna's alltoo-familiar awkwardness, and
fall out of your seat at an ending
that will surprise all.
Fans of the Broadway show
.. Wickedn will be blown away
listening to the strong a nd extraordinary voice of Jdina Men zel as Elsa. " Forgetting Sarah
Marshall" standout Kristen Bell
offers her sweet and pure tones
forthevoiceof Anna, aswell. The
combi ned vocal talent of Menzel
and Bell is unlike any other.
Far from your typical Disney
princess story, the plot of " Frozen" does not revolve around a
princess searching for her man.
I almost clapped when Elsa
tell$ Anna, "You can' t marry a
man you just met" (think Snow
White , Cinderella, and Slee ping Beauty). Thi s movie paints
a picture of a strong, brave, and

independent young woman,
creating positive role models for
girls of all ages.
"I Went to see the movie with
my little sister and mom ,• said •
Junior Hope Blain...It was truly
the perfect group to see it with
because the movie promotes the
power of the female spirit and
the strength of sisterhood."
Jacquie Martin also offered
her feelings on the film when sh;
said, "' I loved 'Frozen' because
it was not your typicaJ fairytale
story. It almost makes fun of the
other Disney princestes for falling in love so fasL It had feminist
undertones and that was very
exciting to see."
The storyline proves not only
unique, but extremely complex
and relatable. Elsa is con tinu ally told to "conceal, don't feel,
don't let it show," in relation to
her powers. As cOllegc students,
we are currently experiencing an
important stage of growth to figure out who we are in this world;
yet~ in our daily lives, whether
as a resu lt of others or our: own
selves, we become so afraid to
feel emot ion, and be who we
truly are. We get so caught up in
what we are supposed to be.
"Personally, I was captivated
by the song 'Let it Go; sung by
the character Elsa," said Veronica Gonzalez. "The lyrics centered on the idea of freeing oneself from society's constricting
expectations. Elsa wa.s -considered an outsider and an outcast,

Court~ of www fanP.op.com

but she embraces it, and that was
really insp iring. You don't have
to stay within society's boundaries. Life is about breaking these
limits.• And that is just it: once
we let go of our insecurities
and fears, and embrace our true
selves, only beauty can result.
And this is what Elsa comes to
realize. 'Jlhe movie encompasses
so many themes: facing your

demons, letting go of your fears.
sisterhood, and accepting and
lo\ling yourself and others for
all that we are . There are times
whe.n we are lit e rally Mfrozen
with fear," caught in blizzards
throughout our li\les; yet, the
power of love can thaw even the
iciest of winters. See this movi e:
it will melt your h eart.
GRADE:

A

App review: The Hunt Be productive during Jan Term
Find items that
have been on
your mind and
share them with
ot her smart-·
phone users
BY TORI STRI NGER
AsSISTANT OPNtON •EolTOR

1

Ever seen an item ofclothing on
your favorite celebrity or. television show and had to have it? Or
have you perhaps loo)<ed up the
price of ~t item and despaired
l\ecause )IOU couldn't afford it?
The Hunt is the perfect app
for the fashion-savvy, but budget
conscious shopper.
Available on the iTunes App
store, TheHuntallowsyoutopost
pictutcs of items you want and
receive responses from people
who have found the exact item or
something similar. Users can add
descriptions on posted ite;ns to
specify whether they want to find
a cheaper, similar, or exact match.
The Hunt requires users to sign
up with either Facebook or an
email account. and th.e n you can
start posting and responding to
other users.
€reatinga post allows you to not
onlf add a picture and description
of the item you are looking for,
but it also gives you an ideal price
range, tags tb allow p0ople to find
it easier, and a hunt title.
The title can be used to gather

attention to your post and particula.rlydesperate users will put pleas
for help in their titles., usually in all
caps.hopinithat it may get a quick
response.
.
Though the app is mainly used
for clothing, it is by no means
limited !a that A quick scan of the
latest hunts page shows people
looking for odd food items, phone .
cases, jewelry, home goods, and
more.
Some users even ask fdr advice
on hairstyles. It is almost ~ehav
ingawholerangeofshoppingconsultantsatyourfingertipsforevery
possible item youcouJd ever need.
The one drawback to this app
is that you are in no way ensured
-to get a response. This is of cou~
expeded, though it may lessen the
app's usefulness. However, even
if you don't get help finding what
you're looking for, it is still fun to
search through tagged posts from
#winter to #ootd (outfit of the
day) to #boots and scroll through
the latest hunts page to get some
fashion inspiration. There is even a
men'stag, though the app is clearly
marketed to worrfen, as the iTunes
description boasts its "community
of stylish women.•
Overall, the app is worth giving
a •hot. It's free and, though you
may not use it every day, could
end up heljling you find that one
item you've been· dying to have.
Even ifyouget no responses, making it known that you're Jooking
fo r aCertain item increases your
chances of finding it more than
j ust desperately searching the
_internet for it.
GRADE B+

Stray away from boredom with a list of things to do
BY A NDEE McKENZIE
STAFF WRfTER

Jan Term at Saint Mary 's is
notorious for having amazingly
fun cJass experiences, travel
courses, and-the best part-free
time. With classes lasting just
shy of three hours and onJy be·
ing four days a week, this time
can easily pass by.someone who
does not know what to do with
it. "'Free time" is a phrase selclom
understood by college students,
al)d, when theopportun,itycomes
along for free time, most students
are so fascinated by the fact that
they have it in the first place
that they do not end up doing
anything with it (or they end up
sleeping). While catching up on
sleep is a great free time activity,
here are some fun Jan Tenn ideas
to do while you and your friends
are conscious.
1. Explore! As generic as this
sounds, it is a great way to spend
time with your friends during
Jan Term. Buzzing, beautiful,
cultural hub, bestcityinAmerica
according io Businessweek, San
Francisco is a fantastic place for
free time exploration. There is
·something for·everyone jn the
City. The San Francisco Zoo, the
Walt Disney Family Mllseum,
The California Academy of Sciences, Golden Gate Park, the
Haight-Ashbury neighborhood
(my pe rsonal favorite· for all
of you professional tbrifters),
Ocean Beach, Union Square.

Fish erma n 's Warf, Ghiradelli
Square, and so much more are
amazing time vacuums. Remember to bring your Saint Mary's
I.D. card to some of these attractions to get a nice student
discount.
2. Eat. Food is a beautiful
thing. Free time with good food is
an experience in itself. The dayin, day-out of regular class schedules can prevent you from making way outside of Oliver HaJJ, so
take advantage! lf yoll dine off
campus already during the regular school semester, use Jan Tenn
to explore more dininggemsoutsideofAsia Palace and Pe nnini's.
Chow is a nice dining/market
experience located in Lafayette.
The fresh market and restaurant
are located in the same location.
The menu changes depending
on the season and ingredients,
so patrons always know.it is the
best of the best. IJ you are willing
to put in the cash, Opaque in San
Francisco, the dining in the dark
experience, is a ridiculously fun
way to eat. Without the use of the
primary sense of sight, your taste
sensory experience is increased
ten fold. To i;ay that this dining
experience is quite the sight is
the most ironic understa~e ment
of the year. For a little sweetness,
Crepes Ooh La La! is a Walnut
Creek treasure. This hole in the
wall crepes joint gives your dessert taste buds a thrill ride with
its combinations of sugary goodness in every crepe bite.

3. P lay Catch Up: As previously stated, free time is a rare
thing for college s tud e nts . If
you do not feel like going out all
the time, play catch up. Catch
up on that list of TV shows that
has been growing since summer
and ma rathon it by yourself or
with friends. Catch up on sleep.
Spring semester is right around

With classes lasting
just shy of three
hours and only being
four.days a week,
this time can easily
pass someone by
who does not know
what to do with it.
the corner, and stayi ng wellrested will not be as easy, so take
advantage of nap time now. Catch
up on work! All of those resumes
and cover le tters that need to
be updated for summer job and
internship applications are not
going to sound so fun after a full
day of class, homework, meetings, and practice.
Hopefully this list helps solve
the free time dilemma. Wh Cthe r
you puU a Ferris BueUer and have
your own parade during your free
time experience or just snuggle in
bed and watch a favorite movie,
make sure to enjoy thls time of
the school year.
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SMC is not the
same without
its iconic cross
BY WILLI AM LANE
STAFF WRITER

f you hike up to the old location
of "'La Cruz de la Victoria," the
Cross ofVict2ry. all you "ill find is

I

Originality becomes hard to find in the film industry
Sequels and adaptations leave much to be desired, but recent original movies show prom ise
BY CALLIE COKER
STAFF WRITER

s the Oscars approach, many
people a re dU;cussing which
films they believe should win as
well as which actors and actresses
performed especially well within
the last year. The Jist o( films
nominated for best picture is
diverse at first glance, but upon
closer inspection, it's obvious that
Hollywood is struggling to return
to a path of originality. According
to the website Short of the Week,
there were seven original films
included in the top grossing lists
in 1981; by contrast, in 2011 there
were zero. Eight films in 20ll were
sequels andlwo were adaptions. lt
appears Hollywood is losing steam
when it comes to originality, and
is beginning to tum to books or
series as a mode of development
in the film industry. There is a lot
of speculation as to why this is
happening. and the most popular
belief is that with the introduction
of Netftix as well as other facets
for viewing movies from home,
Jess and less people are going to
see a movie in the actual theater.
Once you factor in the expenses
associated with theaters, going to
a movie is even more unappealing.
From 2010 to 2012, the original
screenplays nominated for Oscars
include4 • The Fighte r " (2010),
•TheArtist" (2011), "Bridesmaids"
(2011) , • ojango Unchained"
(2012), and •zero Dark Thirty "
,(2012). Many of these fi1ms were
acce pted at the box office and

A

a chipped, concrete pedestal. Much
of its base is missing, revealing the
rough cement used to build iL The
bottom lcf\-comer ofthecommemorativeplaqueisgone.andadistinct
crack carves the central insignia in
half. The 77-year-old wooden cross,
meanwhile, is nowhere to be found.
Aside from the pedestal itself, the
only traces of its existence are the
jagged spikes of wood peering out
from the square mounting hole on
top of the pedestal.
It has been over a month since
fllM smu like "The~ revieal Hollywood's struggle to produce originll material (courtesy of tasteolcinema.oom).
this nunlber may seem large, but fam iliar in a fresh way.
nality suffered when the s~con d
the cross blew down amid a powerwhen taking into ~cco u nt that
There is hope, howeve r, that and third parts were released.
ful windstorm. Jn the subsequent
this was over the course of three moreoriginalmoviesmaybemade
My favorite original film reweekly news bulletin, the executive
years. the lack of o riginality is incomingyears. For the upcoming leased within the last five years is
director of facilities service said
prevalenL Whether it is simply a season of the Oscars, the nominees Woody Allen's "'Midnight in Paris"'
that he hoped to have the c ross
lackofwriters,ideas,orthesimple for Best Picture include "'Her,"' (2011). While this film was not a
"back up before Christmas, but that
fact that society today prefers "Ame rican Hustle; "Dallas Buy- box-office success by Hollywood
date came and went, and there has
familiarity of story lines to new ers Club," and 'Nebraska," each standards, it at least chronicled
been little public discussion on the
ways of thinking. originality is on of which is an original screenplay. a new story, and was something
matter since. The snapped cross
the decline. I know that when I These films have received strong that romanticized the written
has been removed, but little else on
go see a movie and the IS-minute critical reviews, and many people word; it was not a sequel, it had
the site has changed since the day it
segment of soon-to-be-released havemadeapointofviewingthem never bee n a novel, and it was
broke. For me, however, its absence
creates a gaping hole in the campus
films plays. I find myself thinki ng. in the theater. uAmerican H ustlen something fresh. Society is going
sl..-yline, and I believe its restoration
"Oh that is based on a novel," or, has earned roughly SlOL3 million to get sick of watching the same
should be a high priority.
more frequently, "Oh, another in box office sales, signaling that films repeatedly, and it is insulting
Since its construction. the cross
film in that series?" If I'm going the original film is not dead. In to our intellect to assume we cangrew to be not only a memorable
to pay Sll to watch a film. I want fact, I know that I wouJd cringe if notapprecialeinsightful,original,
feature of the school grounds, but
ittobesomethingnew,something another"PiratesoftheCaribbean" innovative wo rks. So, no more
al so a loca l landmark and a key
fresh, and something that leaves or"'Hangover"were released "The sequels, and leave the novels on
part of the identity of the Moraga
me thinking about things either Hangover" was hilarious because the shelf (it will encourage people
ca mpu s. It grew into a popular
completely new, or something it was original, and yet that origi- to actually read them).
hikin g destination for st udents.
More than one promotional photo
focused on U1ecross as the sole subject. The cross could be easily seen
throughout the campus and stood Women need opportunity in fi lm and television industries to challenge patriarcha l values
promine ntly in the bac.kgrouna BY TORI STRINGER
ti on. "The Help,• released back in or Daenerys Targaryen building an portunity to make it to the.screen.
wheneversomconeapproachedthe Assl STANT OPINION EDITOR
2011, features a strong. indepen- anny and raising dragons, these What we really need to fight for
front gate. Even now, the pedestal
de.ntprotagonist,whoisnotoverly strongcharactersaremuchcloser is more opportunity for women.
of the cross can still be seen from
ith the Golden Globes just sexualized. Skeeter, played by totherolemodelsweshouldbeex- If we give more women power to
as far away as Ferroggiaro Quad.
passed, and hype surround- Emma Stone, is not afraid to break posed to. "Elementary,• the recent control the images of females we
Beyond visibility and publicity, it ingpredictions aboutwinners and thesocialboundariesandti.ghtfor remakeofSberloc.kHolmes,even see on a daily basis, the industry
was a .&ymbol and reminder of the who will wear what designer died- a cause shebelieves in.
went as far as to make Sherlock's will be revolutionized and we may
school's Lasa llian herit'age a nd down, we are left again to look
..The Hunger Games: Catching sidekick, John Watson, a female.
seeanequalnumberofwomenbevalues. La Cruz de la Victoria has critically at the state of the movie Fire,• which came out in DecemOne of the main i,ssues other ingnominated for awards as men.
been and shouJd remain an integraJ industry. As usual, one concern Der, also features a strong female, than writing strong female charThat being sai d, the re is defi·
componentofthecollege's identity. never fades-women's roles in the though she does get sucked into actcrs, though, is giving females nitely hope. With a high demand
However, its age may have also .movies. D,espite the comment..!j of the cycle of a love triangle. How- a chance in the movie industry. for stronger female characters to
made the cross's collapse inevi- many female winn ers of Golden . ever,Katniss'soutfitsarenotscan· None of the nomi nees for Best be written, soon Hollywood will
table. It stood fully exposed to the Globes about how the movie in- dalously revealing.. and it is clear Director or Best Screenplay at the have to listen. We are slowly startclements for years. Dry rot had dustry is moving in the right di- her character prefers the simple Golden Globes were women this ing to move in the right direction,
greatly weakened the cross's base, rection with the ir portrayals of style of her district over tJi,, fancy year. Hollywood is still male domi- and if we keep fighting. eveotually
and the remaining concrete pedes- women,6many people complain dresses she must wear in front nated,1llld though well-rounded powerfulwomenwillbethenorm
tal is badly in need of maintenance. that a strong female cha racter : of the Capitol. J ohanna Mason, female chara~rs are belnkwrit- whenwe'gotothemovietheateror
Similarly, it sh0uldn't be asuq>rise is hard tf> come by in the media a strong woman with a feisty at· ten, they may never get the op- watch these awards shows..
that the cross hasn't been repaired today.
titude, defies authority and does
yeL The goa1 of having it done by
It is no secret that two-dimen- it for a good cause. She is al.so an
Christm_aswas really a preliminary sional,degradingimages ofwomen incredibly skilled fighter.
estimate, and the logistics behind existprevalentlyinourmedia. To
Even television is joining in the
re pairing the cross a re complex. say we've come a long way seems trend. "Downton Abbey"' features · Dear Editor,
but necessary step to ensure the
None of this should be a suq>rise.
like a far cry when you look at the multiple strongfemaleswho make
accuracy and jntegrity of the paDespite this explanation I give trends pf passive, homemaker decisions for themselves despite
I commend TheCollegianforits per. One can tell the quality of a
myself, standing before the base wives in sitcoms or authoritative. the social conventions that sur- timely and professional handling publication by the way it handles
of the broken landmark creates bossy women who are mocked round them. The''daughters are of the recent Post Office story. I re- issues like this story. From what
a sense of wounded pride in me. wheneve r the:Y leave the room. constantly defyi ng their parent's alize that some of its readers may this former News Editor can
Be ing able to see the orpharied Whe re are the Lady Macbet hs, wishes and marry whom they think, "What'sthebigdeal?ltwas see, Saint Mary's s hould count
pedestal from afar now serves as a the Joan of An:s, the strong female please and do what they want, just a story about the Post Office." itselflucky to have these talented
reminder that part of the campus role models we deserve? 'Where while Cora ciawley goes against But the Editorial Board of this journalists at t.he helm of The
is missing. As an agnostic. La Cruz are the three-dimensional women her husban~'s opinion oft.en.
paper works bard every day (and Collegian.
d~ la Victoria did not t.akeonalarge
who need more in life than just
'"Game o f Thrones,• which is all day on Sundays) to flll\ke sure
amount of religious significance fo r a man?
beoomingwildlypopular,featyres it puts out the best product itcaii
Mark Freeman
me, but as a Saint Mary's student, I
Though it may seem bleak, there awidearlc)yofwomenfigh~for for the Saint Mary's Community.
Class of20J.O
viewe.d it as a symOOI of my school. are hopeful gems that suggest we dominance. Whether it is Catelyn Issuing a retraCtion, even for the
News Editor 2008-2010
I am sure that this is how many may be moving in the right di rec- Starl<figbtingtoprotectberfamily smallest story. is an unfortunate.
The Collegian
other students feel about the cross
0

Strong female characters are not the norm in movies
W

Letter to th.e Editor

0

as~thattbeadministrationis
working hard to repair La Cruz d~
la Victoria, and I look forward to its
restoration.
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SPORTS
bids farewell to BCS
Men'~ t~nnis ·be~ts Cal Poly at home Football
NCAA moves forward with 4-team playoff next year
Gaels win in commanding fashion to start off season

Men's tennis kicked off its
season wi t h a commanding
win against Cal Poly on Friday
afternoon.
Head Coaach Michael Wayman was worried going into the
match as he said, "'I wasn' t sure
how theywe:re going to respond
because it's the first match
against a very good team."
The Gaels responded positively, and they won five of the
six singles matches and swept
the doubles matches.
Nathan Lewis, a freshman,
looked poised in his debut.
Lewis defeated Gannon Daynes
6-0, 6-1 for his first collegiate

"There was good
competitiveness on
every single court and
that's what I'm looking
for. I was very happy
with the ir performance
today," Wayman said.
against Derek Klein 6-2 , 6-0,
which clinched the first victory
of the year for the Gaels.
Saint Mary 's on ly dropped

three sets as a team the whole .
day.
Wayman was happy with the
victory as he said, "'1 think the
fellas did wen in the doub les to
come back, particularly on one
of the cou rts where they were a
break down, Court 2. There was
good competitiveness on every
single court and that's what I'm
looking for. I was very happy
with their performance today."
The team is looking forward
to a strong season with many
senior leaders. The Gaels continue to play next Saturday, Jan.
25, against Sonoma State and
Holy Names. These home games
will be played at the Korth
Tennis Complex on campus in
Moraga.

Women's telll?1s plays well at Cal Invitational
Gaels victorious in singles matches aga inst Cal Poly and Fresno State

r-

Courtesy of mo1ionsonltne.org
BY MIKE YOUNG

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After 16 seasons of the Bowl
Championship Series, col1ege
football will move forward to a
4-team playoff system. It would
be impossible to forget some of
the BCS's greatest moments. such
as Boise Stale"s Statue of Liberty
against Oklahoma, Vince Young
and Texas' stellar performance
in the 2005 Rose Bowl over use
and even the final BCSchampionship game where the Florida State
Seminoles rallied to an epic comeback against the Auburn Tigers.
Some wond er how the selection
process will be performed, and the
thought process of placing teams
higher or lower in the rankings.
The playoff selection committee
will consist of 13 members, and
will have to lake into acco unt
conference prestige, strength of
schedule, and injuries. At the end
of the 2014-2015 college football
season, on New Yea r's Eve and
New Year's Day, two semi-final

8
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Jowr .tuuo. led the wr, IOf the Gads •I the UI Wint~ lmriUt!OMI (murtesy of SMC c;.ds).

BY DANIEL CONMY

SPOl\TS EDITOR

The women's tennis team started their season out on the road at
the Cal Winter Invitational.
On Friday, the Gaels .Wept all
of their singles matches against
Cal Poly and beat Fresno State 2-1
in doubles matches. Jenny J ulien,
ranked seventh in the nation, defeated Jennifer Cornea 6-3, 6-4.
Danielle Flores followed suit
with her victory against Emily

SPORTS THIS
I

WEER

Gibbens 6-2, 6-3. On Saturday,
the Gaels were ready to face Cal
in doubles and Fresno State in
sing-Jes.
Saturday was more difficult for
the women's t.en.nis team. The
Gaels dropped all three of their
double sets 8-4 against Cal, but
Saint Mary's came roaring back
in the singles games.
- The Gaels defeated the Fremo
State Bulldogs in five out of seven •
singles matches.
Jenny Julien led the way with

a tough straight sets victory
against Sophie Watts 7-6. 6-4.
Saint Mary's then followed that
up with straigh t set victories
from Jamie Pawid, Catherine
Leduc, J aime Frampton, and
Elizabeth Searl.
The Gaels wrapped up play in
the Cal Winter lnvitational and
they look abead to facing Utah
in the ITA National Indoors
Tournament. The tournament
will start on Jan. 24 in Los Angeles, Calif.

Men's Tennis
Sat. vs. Sonoma State 12:00 p.m.
SaL vs. Holy Names 3:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis

Women's Baskebtall
SaL at Pacific 4:30 p.m.

Fri. vs. Utah TBA
SaL vs. TBA

-

Florida State (13-0)
Auburn ff2-1)

championship winning streak.
Michigan State a nswered the
question of who deserved the No.
4 spot by edging past the Stanford
Cardinal 24-20 in a classic Pac-12
versus Big Ten Rose Bowl. It would
have been exciting to see th e results of those games, but from the
results of the bowl games that the
top 4 teams played in, college football fans could have already made
their own assumptions. Starting
with Alabama vers us Auburn ,
Alabama's defense struggled this
year after losing so many key defenders to the NFL, and Alabama's
quarterback AJ McCarron was
shut down against Oklahoma. If
a re match was granted th.rough
this4--team playoff, it is likely that
Auburn would confirm that they
we re the best team in the SEC with
thei r deadly rushing offense and
consistent defense.
FJorida State's Heisman quarte rback J ame is Win ston represented the history of trophy win ners by playing to his potential and
leading his team to one of the most

0
0

Alabama (11-1) .
Michigan State (11)

football games will be played (the
Rose Bowl and the Sugar Bowl) to
produce two teams to.compete in
a national championship game.
Al the end of the last season.
the top 4 teams goipg, into bowl
season were: L Florida State (130) 2. Auburn (12-1) 3. Alabama
(11-1) 4. Michigan Stale (11-1). If
the playoff system that will be
in place next year had been put
into effect this year, it would have
pitted No. 1 Florida State versus
No. 4 Michigan State, and No. 2
Auburn versus No. 3 Alabama.
Stanford (I 1-2) would have been in
the discussion for the No. 4 spoL
Even with 2 losses to Utah and
use the Pac-12 is a considerably
difficult conference. and the Stanford Cardinals have earned a level
of respect for surviving with such a
stellarrecor11. Both SEC teams lost
in their bowl games, as well as ending theSE€'s seven gamE! nationaJ

rema rkable comebacks in BCS
national championship game history, and his defense completely
stalled the Auburn rushingattack.
Mk:higan State's defe nse this season p roved to be a mighty force
by placing third in points allowed
thisyear(l3.2pergame). Theiroffense however, did not carry them
this year, which would be just
the component that would cause
the Spartans to fall to ..-Famous
Jameis" and the Seminoles. The ·
result of the gamj!s would most
likely lead to the same champi onship game, but would leave
out any doubt over which teams
deserved to be there. The playoff
games will prove lo give a chance
to e~ any questions about one
loss teams, and will hopefully find
a way to field the best two teams in
the country against each other to
raise the crystal football and call
themselves champions.

Men's Basketball
Thurs. vs. Pepperdine 7:00 p.m.
SaL vs. Loyola Marymount 3:00
p.m.

Follow us
facebook.c:om/smccollegian

#GOGA ELS
@SMC_Collegian
stmaryscollegian.com
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Men's basketball wins tliriller at home
Gaels stage second half comeback to beat Pacific

Women's Basketball wins two at hol!le
Nared an d Mauldin lead the way in WCC victories
Two days later, the Gaels would
find themselves in a much harder
battle against the Lions of Loyola
The Saint Mary's women's bas: Marymount.
"LMU has been playing well
ketball team endured a successful
two game home stand this past , and they were a tough out." said
week, as they were able to de- coach Paul Thomas. ~e are doing
feat both Peppe.rd.inc and Loyola a better job of paying attention
Maryrnount at McKeon Pavilion. to detail. I ~ought the final four,
On Thurs. Jan. 16, all thought< four-and-half minutes, we did a
of a Peppe.rdine win were erased great job of executing.•
BY EMILIO BUENROSTRO

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Saint' Mary's

pleaSed with the team's effort in first half. We weren't being the
aggressor," stated HolL "We love
the last 20 minutes of the game.
..-We survived. I thought Pacific to get up and down and have a lot
Thanks to a career night from played well and did a good job. of possessions and in the second
Stephe n Holl a nd Ke rry Carter, They pl ayed hard," stated Ben- half, we finally did that. We got
th e men's basketba11 tea m was nett. "We had to match that in some great shots and eventually
able to formulate a strong second the second half. Our first half, I got some stops, which led to tranhalf comeback against Pacific in thought they played a little harder, sition buckets, kick-out 3's and
orde r to capture their fourth con- a little more aggressive. Credit do ing what we do. It comes down
them. Hopefully we won't have to to taking care of the ball and being
feren ce win or the season.
The T igers came into McK.eon have that halftime talk too often." the aggressor and we made that
Pavilion with aspirations of claim I n the second half of play, the
ing the ir second confere nce win # Gaels came out of t he locke r
o f the season. Pacific was able to room with a brand new sense of
Saint Mary's
prove their determination in the energy and determination. Comfirst half, as they shot nearly 58 pared to their first half stat line
percent from the field. allowing of shooting 40 percent from the
Pacific
them to lake a 38-31 lead into the field, Saint Mary's came out of the
intermiss ion mark.
break shooting nearly 58 percent
Senior Stephen Holt led the way themselves. ·
adjusbnent in the second half."
for the Gaels in the points departSaint Mary's unleashed an ofWith the win, the men's basketment, recording his caree r high of fensive attac k that saw them ball team currently owns a record
26. Junior Kerry Carter also had own a 67-54 lead with 6:59 left in of 4-2 in West Coast Conference
a career night, as he was able to regulation.
play (14-5 overall).
prod.uce 21 of the team's po ints,
Pacific would cut their deficit
Up next for the Gaels are a pair
along with being the game's lead- to four, but the Gaels wouldn't let of So uthe r n Califo r nia teams.
ing rebound er with seve n. Brad theD;l any closer, as they received On Thurs. Jan. 23, the Gaels will
Wald ow had an efficient night help from roughly 3,300 in at- · host the Waves from Pepperd ine
him self, witb a s tat lin e of 22 tendance tha t he lped generate University for a 7:00 p.m. battle.
points, 4 rebounds, 2 blocks, and an offensive fire un d er Saint On J a n . 25, the Loyola Mary1 steal in 37 minutes of play.
Mary's that ultimat~ly saw them mount Lions will head north into
After a subpar first half, Saint to victory.
McKeon. Tip-<> ff against the Lions
Mary's coach Randy Bennett was
"That's why we struggled in the is set for 3:00 p.m.

j

O.U.U.C MAu.o. goes up foc a lq-up against Pepperdine (courtesy of SMC Gads).

early. as the Gaels opened the
game on a22-5 run that ultimately
saw them winn ing the game in
d ominating fashion with a fin al
score of71-48.
Jackie Nared led tile offensive
attack fo r the Gaels, recordi ng
27 points and n ine rebou nds.
Danielle Mauldin posted her 14th
double-double of th.e year in 26
minutes of play, recording a stat
line of 1l points and 13 rebounds.
After taking a 42-16 lead into
halftime, Saint Mary's wouldn't
let up, as they continued to own
a strong and comfortable lead in
the second half, which never got
less than 23 points.
The Gaels were able to control
the glass, outrebounding Pepperdine46-32. Theirdefensiveintensitystayed strongthrougl1out the
courseofthegameaswelLbolding
the Waves tojust30 percent from
the fie ld.

And executing down the stretch
is exactly what Saint Mary's did.
The Gaels were able to hold off a
late comeback against the Lions to
capture the win with a final score
of 78·74, allowing Saint Mary's to
record theirsixthconferencewin.
Nared again led the offensive _
attack for the Gaels, scoring 28
po i nts in 35 minutes of play.
Mauldin had another strong game
herself by scoring 20 points and
grabbing 17 reboupds.
AlthOugh the Gaels were outsbot by the Lions 47.2 percent to
39.3 percent. it was their advantage on the glass (46· 23) that truly
helped them capture their 16th
overall win of the season.
With the win, the Gaels now
own a 6-2 record in conference
play (16-3 overall).
Up next, Saint Mary's will travel
to Pacific on Jan. 25 fora 6:00 p.m.
showdown with the Tigers.

Because sometimes, the news
does look better in filtered light.
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